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By Mellissa Spence, Sustainable Ag Educator

Do you know someone that would enjoy an overnight
stay on the farm? Have you confronted a “city slicker”
that is interested in digging in the dirt and getting their
hands dirty in a garden? Consider this; someone who
wants to enjoy a day in the country to escape the
hustle and bustle of life in the city or the smell of smog
to the tranquility of life on the farm.
Agritourism is a business model that is growing in
popularity all over the world and Lewis County needs to
be part of that. Agritourism involves any agriculturally
based operation or activity that brings visitors to a farm. As our lives become more hectic with work, family and
fun, many of us fort how to slow down and connect with nature and the surrounding rural country that is right
in front of us. Today, many farmers are experiencing financial pressures and many need to diversify their
livelihood in order to continue with the way of life that they have grown up to love and cherish with their family.
Recently, I attended a Strategic Marketing Conference in Gasport, NY. My intentions are to make you think “out
of the box” and provide you with ideas that can help you to increase your income and still stay on the farm in
the meantime. Monika Roth, Cornell Cooperative Extension of Tompkins County stated that an agritourism
attraction need not be something different than what you are already doing at your farm, the difference is that
you are going to show the public what you do.
Let’s talk about tourism trends. For instance; in the 1970’s, u-pick operations were very popular with one
income families and canning was a way of life. Today, families spend less time cooking and more time with
outside activities and eating at restaurants. It’s important to know what visitors want. Our world today is
motivated by technology and less activity so we should focus on encouraging people to get involved in nature or
the outdoors whether it would be bicycling, hiking, birdwatching, camping, etc. The point is to educate people
about the present and past of their historical heritage.
Introduce people to let them know where eggs actually come from by allowing them to pick warm, fresh eggs
from the hen house or watch the cows being milked and letting them cut open a bale of hay to toss to the
animals or sweep up the corn silage or even help with cleaning the barn. Really, not every visitor will want to be
involved but the opportunity should be welcomed. Just being on the farm may be enough away from stress.
It’s not the activity that is being sold but the
experience! Imagine the excitement and willingness to
learn from the visitor. It will even give you enjoyment
to talk about your experiences that you have acquired
through the years. It’s about finding a niche market
and targeting visitors with a specific interest.
Here are some ideas to consider:
Farm Bed and Breakfast or Farm stays– Providing a
place to stay included with a breakfast. You can allow
the visitor to pick the produce that is raised in the
garden or even allow them to cook it themselves. The
overnight stays on a weekend can grow by introducing
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them to the activities in the area. This includes activities
such as downhill skiing, snowshoeing, cross country skiing,
snowmobiling, hiking trails, camping, bird watching,
watersports and horseback riding. To make it more fun,
include roasting marshmallows over a campfire or make
S’mores. Depending on the time of year, local festivals in the
area can encourage visitors to come to Lewis County, too.
Remember, it’s the quality of the experience and the
products available.
Seasonal events encourage overnight stays - This benefits
farmers to be open seasonally and not all year round to
increase income during the slow time of year. The activities
during this time could include Harvest Pumpkin Patches, Corn Mazes, Hay Rides, Hay Mazes, u-Cut Tree Farms,
Day Camps for kids or even a Farm to Fork event, Farm Weddings, Canoeing, Kayaking and U-Pick produce.
Vacation on a Ranch - Experiencing a week or two on a ranch in the wilderness. The activities can be horseback
riding, cook-outs, rafting, hunting and fishing. This type of experience may include a camp that is provided or if
the visitor brings their own camping equipment to “rough it”.
There are many things to consider when starting such a venue like this.
1. Have something for the visitors to see, to do, and to buy.
2. Enjoy working with people and telling them your story, making them excited about the stay.
3. Maintain the curbside appeal of the farm by up keep of painting the buildings, fences, and landscaping.
4. Make sure there is enough parking area and handicap parking as well as well drained driveways with no
mud. Having to walk through mud will definitely discourage repeat visitors.
5. Most important; the animals must be clean and the pens and feeding area free of manure.
6. Safety; this includes food, machinery, barriers, pest control, ponds, hygiene and restrooms.
7. Liability Insurance; this is for your protection and to ensure your operation is adequately covered to
protect the visitors.
8. Accepting major credit cards as a convenience to the visitors.
There are several events in Lewis County that attract many visitors like the Snowmobile Trail System, Cream
Cheese Festival, Tug Hill Skiing, Hiking
and Horseback Riding Trail System,
Bike Trail System, Maple Syrup
Weekend, Lewis County Fair and the
Lewis County Family Farm Day just to
name a few.
Marketing by identifying your target
audiences is very important. Having a
market plan is crucial to succeed in
agritourism with the help of
advertising through social media,
websites, Facebook, Twitter, TV,
Radio, good signage, promoting at
local events and especially word of
mouth. Visitors will remember and talk
about the good and the bad
experiences so make it count the first
time.
Have I inspired your creative thoughts? Remember, you only have one time to make a good first impression
and with that, the visitors with children will continue to bring their children and their children back to the farm
with repeat business. It’s the quality of the experience!
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NY Fishing, Hunting & Wildlife App
Attention New York anglers, hunters and outdoor enthusiasts: there's a new FREE
smartphone app just for you!

Download the New York Fishing, Hunting & Wildlife App on the Apple App Store or
Google Play store, or by going to the Pocket Ranger website @
http://www.pocketrang er.com/apps
DEC, in partnership with ParksByNature Network®, is proud to announce the launch of
the New York Fishing, Hunting & Wildlife App for iPhone and Android.
This FREE, cutting-edge mobile app gives both novice and seasoned outdoorsmen and
women essential information in the palm of their hands. Powered by Pocket Ranger®
technology, this official app for DEC will provide up-to-date information on fishing,
hunting and wildlife watching and serve as an interactive outdoor app using today's
leading mobile devices. Using the app's advanced GPS features, users will be able to
identify and locate New York's many hunting, fishing and wildlife watching sites. They
will also gain immediate access to species profiles, rules and regulations, and important
permits and licensing details.
The app provides plenty of additional features to maximize any
outdoor adventure:
 Places to hunt and fish and watchable wildlife
 Species profiles
 Rules and regulations
 License and permit information
 Safety communication tool
 Advanced GPS mapping features
o Cache map tiles for offline use
o Record tracks, distance and time
o Mark waypoints and photo waypoints
o Recall, post or share saved data
o Friend Finder feature that allows users to keep
track of friends and family along the way.
o Built-in compass to help users navigate.
 Trophy Case, a community of anglers and hunters!
 Real-time calendar of events
 News and advisories
 Potentially life-saving Alert feature that supplies users’ GPS
coordinates to designated contacts in case of an emergency.
Source: DEC.NY.gov
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Creating A Community-Based
Deer Management Plan

LOCAL RAINFALL DATA
Average Rainfall for August
Town
Croghan
Denmark
Greig
Harrisburg
Lewis
Leyden
Lowville
Martinsburg
Montague
New Bremen
Pinckney
Talcottville
Turin
Watson
West Turin
Total Average

2016

2017

3 Year
Avg.

4.07

4.08

6.13
10.30
6.67
7.59

5.23
3.00
5.25
6.04

6.48

4.89

4.59
5.60
4.99
5.96
NA
2.52
4.36
3.95
5.56
2.30
5.47
4.55

5.61

Cornell University’s Department of Natural Resources
(Human Dimensions Research Unit and Natural Resources
9.30
3.78
Cooperative Extension) has developed an online
educational course—Creating a Community-based Deer
6.29
6.82
Management Plan—aimed at supporting community
7.70
4.20
leaders, wildlife professionals, and Cooperative Extension
educators in creating community-based deer management
5.52
4.88
4.50
plans.
7.33
4.82
4.49
The course reviews the essential elements of a complete
community-based deer management plan with real-world
examples developed by communities across the United
States. The course also includes brief educational videos featuring wildlife professionals, academics, nonprofit
personnel, and community leaders.
The online course is accessible via the Community Deer Advisor website (www.deeradvisor.org), or by browsing courses
at https://canvas.instructure.com. The Community Deer Advisor, a collaboration between Cornell University's
Department of Natural Resources (Human Dimensions Research Unit and Natural Resources Cooperative Extension) and
The Nature Conservancy, is aimed at providing guidance as communities’ progress through a community-based deer
management decision-making process. The purpose of this online course is to help community leaders understand the
components of a community-based deer management plan.
Source: Cornell University, Department of Natural Resources

New I-9 Form
Effective 9/18/17, you must
use the new I-9 form when
hiring new employees. You
can download the new form at https://www.uscis.gov/i-9.
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Business Obstacles Successful Farmers Overcome
One of the fastest ways to go out of business is to
ignore the basic rules of compliance with all the various
governmental entities. This article is not going to cover
special issues that are peculiar to farms: environmental
and land use, grant compliance, crop programs and
insurance are often covered in detail by your local farm
bureau, cooperative extension and county. Rather, we
are going to review some compliance obligations that
can impact any business and even cause business
failures.
My day job as a lawyer and my other job as “CFO” of
my wife’s farm business have exclusively been in New
York jurisdictions. While rules and regulations can
vary even within a state, it is especially true from state
to state. For non-New York farmers, these pointers
need to be adjusted for your state and local experience.
Payroll
If you hire employees outside of the family (there are exemptions from some payroll obligations for your spouse
and minor children), payroll compliance has to be a top priority. A very strong recommendation is to use a payroll
service. Do not be tempted to save money processing payroll through your own accounting software. Making one
payroll mistake will often cost you interest and penalties that could have paid for a service for a year.
Carefully interview the service to determine their capabilities and what is covered and not covered by them. A
really good payroll company will advise you on wage reporting, withholding and prepare forms. They should also
help with overtime rules, hiring and firing practices and so forth. Bottom line for a service: if their services cause
you penalties, the penalties are on them, not you. That should be part of your contract.
One of the major causes of business failures is neglecting to remit wage withholding. Since this money belongs to
the employees and not the employer, the farm owners are personally liable for unremitted taxes. Certain
supervisory managers or general executives of the farm business, if any, may also be liable. This is true even if
your farm operation is a corporation or limited liability company.
These payroll problems happen all too often. The net payroll deduction generally comes out of the operating or
payroll account automatically each pay period. The taxes are often billed by the payroll service on a different
schedule when due. Once a payroll period happens, however, those withholdings are owed to the
government. Unlike other farm expenses, they must be paid when due. There are interest and penalties for late
deposits, but worse yet, the government has little patience for unremitted taxes.
Garnishments are another problem. The state or federal government and sometimes a local court may contact you
about an employee’s unpaid personal taxes, spousal or child support. These notices to withhold from an
employee’s paycheck are mandatory, binding obligations. Failure to comply can cause huge penalties to the farm
employer.
Unemployment Insurance (UI)
Once the big step is taken to go with non-family labor, UI becomes an issue. In most states, it is part of the payroll
function and is mandatory. Usually based on gross payroll, UI can only be controlled by the employer through
good hiring practices. The more employees who are terminated who claim unemployment benefits, the higher the
employer’s rate gets. In every case, you must timely respond to the agency involved, and have your facts on
record to control your exposure. Respond promptly – deadlines are often very short. Best of all, implement
vigorous hiring practices to avoid employing short term problem employees and know which terminations trigger
UI payments.
State unemployment payments affect your federal liability. Review your payroll filings regularly to confirm they
are accurate. Problems with UI withholding or claims can trigger a general department of labor audit. Yikes.
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Worker’s Compensation (WC)
This can be a disaster for many farms. In our farm operation
in NY, with no claims since inception (ten years), our WC
cost is as high as our business liability insurance
premiums. There is a state fund and several commercial
alternatives. In our experience, the state fund is most
difficult and expensive. Annual audits raised the cost every
year, despite no claims filed. When we switched to a farm
insurance provider, classification issues were easy to
manage, but costs were not much cheaper.
In any event, your farm’s classification and payroll drive the cost. Make sure it is accurate, and ask around for a
good provider if that option is available. If there is a self-insurance option, only the largest and most profitable
farms should consider it, and be cautious about it. In other industries in NY, these self-insurance pools have
imploded with long term consequences.
Tax Compliance
Farm operations are blessed with many special tax rules that make income taxes less of a concern for all but the
largest, most profitable farms. Beyond the scope of this article, tax planning should be managed by the owners
and reviewed on at least an annual basis. Farm profits can generally be reinvested in a deductible fashion to
minimize current taxes.
Farm compensation to owners, on the other hand, can be expensive. In addition to income taxes, farm owners are
generally self-employed and have self-employment (or, if paid by a family entity, FICA) taxes to consider. This
latter tax directly affects the farm owners’ Social Security benefits. Taking measures to minimize payroll taxes of
owners can also wipe out a substantial retirement benefit. Owner retirement planning must be reviewed at the
earliest stages of a farmer’s career. Income tax planning should never run contrary to good retirement planning.
Sales tax is another concern. In NY, exemptions exist for most farm purchases, although “zero” sales tax returns
are recommended. However, if the farm also operates retail stores, gift shops, or other direct to consumer sales,
exemptions should be checked. Often sales tax may be due on some or all of these items. Once sales tax is
collected from the consumer, it works like withheld payroll taxes discussed above. Liability for failure to remit
sales tax collected is a personal liability of the people involved, including farm owners.
Labor Practices
In addition to the above tax and benefit issues in connection with having employees, farm management must be
familiar with both federal and state labor laws. Wage and hour laws are in constant flux. Plus, special rules
frequently apply to farms. There can be different rules for overtime, paid time off, minimum wage and the
like. The higher the number of employees, the more rules generally apply. Also, discriminatory hiring and firing
practices must be carefully avoided to nullify potential claims by disgruntled applicants or terminated employees.
Since housing is often a component of farm labor compensation, make sure you know the tax rules. Housing
furnished for the farm employer’s convenience is a tax-free benefit to the employee. This makes it a very valuable
benefit for the employee and should be factored into his or her cash compensation. However, housing provided by
the employer for the employee’s convenience is fully taxable. Documentation showing why you need a particular
employee in your housing should be maintained to support the tax exclusion.
Managing many of these issues can often be outsourced to a good payroll service or HR consultant to some
extent. Any payroll service under consideration should be familiar with the myriad of agricultural special rules. In
addition, for non-payroll labor issues, the various farm resource organizations often have an HR advisory
service. Finally, even your farm lender or insurance company may offer help in some of these areas.
This is a very select group of the compliance issues that drive us all crazy and these areas in particular can destroy
a farm business. Farm managers must be alert to these issues and farm owners must acquire resources through
outside contractors, like payroll services and farm lenders or insurers. Eventually, hired administrative staff can
help to protect their farm investment. Whether you’re managing these critical functions solo or as a team,
navigating these potential business killers is no place to “wing” it.
Source: http://smallfarms.cornell.edu; By John Lavelle
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Countdown to Census: What You Need To Know
Only eight weeks until producers start to
receive the 2017 Census of Agriculture
– In just a couple months, farmers and
ranchers across the nation will start receiving the 2017 Census of
Agriculture. Producers can mail in their completed census form, or
respond online via the improved web questionnaire. The U.S.
Department of Agriculture’s National Agricultural Statistics Service has
extensively revised the online questionnaire to make it more convenient
for producers.
WASHINGTON – Sept. 25, 2017

“The updated online questionnaire is very user-friendly – it can now be
used on any electronic device, and can be saved and revisited as the
producer’s schedule allows,” said NASS Census and Survey Division Director Barbara Rater.
“Responding online saves time and protects data quality. That’s our mission at NASS – to provide
timely, accurate, and useful statistics in service to U.S. agriculture. Better data mean informed
decisions, and that’s why it is so important that every producer respond and be represented.”
New time-saving features of the online questionnaire include automatically calculating totals,
skipping sections that do not pertain to the operation, and providing drop-down menus of
frequent responses. Producers still have one week to try the online questionnaire demo on the
census of agriculture website (www.agcensus.usda.gov).
The census website will continue to be updated with new information through the census
response deadline of February 5, 2018. One recently added feature is a new video from
Secretary of Agriculture Sonny Perdue reminding all producers to respond when they receive
their 2017 Census of Agriculture in the mail later this year.
Revisions and additions to the 2017 Census of Agriculture aim to capture a more detailed
account of the industry. Producers will see a new question about military veteran status,
expanded questions about food marketing practices, and questions about on-farm decisionmaking to better capture the roles and contributions of beginning farmers, women farmers, and
others involved in running the business.
Response to the census of agriculture is required by law under Title 7 USC 2204(g) Public Law
105-113. The same law requires NASS to keep all information confidential, to use the data only
for statistical purposes, and only in aggregate form to prevent disclosing the identity of any
producer. The time required to complete the questionnaire is estimated at 50 minutes. In
October, NASS will make a census preparation checklist available on the census website to help
producers gather necessary information in advance.
Conducted once every five years, the census of agriculture is a complete count of all U.S. farms,
ranches, and those who operate them; it is the only source of uniform, comprehensive, and
impartial agriculture data for every state and county in the country. Farmers and ranchers, trade
associations, government, extension educators, researchers, and many others rely on census
of agriculture data when making decisions that shape American agriculture – from
creating and funding farm programs to boosting services for communities and the
industry. The census of agriculture is a producer’s voice, future, and opportunity.
For more information about the 2017 Census of Agriculture,
visit www.agcensus.usda.gov or call (800) 727-9540.
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Drive Yourself Sheep Farm Tour

Drive Yourself Sheep Farm Tour
th
Saturday October
14th,14
2017
Saturday
October
, 2017
10:30 AM – 12:00 PM
10:30 AM – 12:00 PM

Downing Acres Farm
Downing Acres Farm
5581 State Rt 11, Burke, NY12917

5581 State Route 11, Burke, NY 12917
Pat and Beth Downing have offered to have us visit their new drive-through sheep barn. Their goal is
100 ewes and a chore-efficient barn. They have used the barn for a year and are now making
changes based on how they used it this past winter. A handling system is being modified along the
back wall for example.
They raise registered Katahdin hair sheep and have experience marketing lambs directly and also to
the New Holland auction. Their flock is on NSIP (National Sheep Improvement Program) so they
have records and predictions of how their breeding stock will perform. Guardian dogs and border
collies are part of their operation.
Join us to learn about their farm and barn ideas. FREE! For more information contact Betsy Hodge
at 315-379-9192 Ext 227 or email at bmf9@cornell.edu
Please try to car pool. We will leave from the CCE Learning Farm at 9:15 AM for those that want to
share rides from the western direction.
For those that want more discussion, we can move to lunch at the Cherry Knoll restaurant nearby
after the tour.

Below is another suggestion for after the tour if you want to
make a day of it or have family members that would enjoy the
Apple Festival at the Wilder Farm.
Almanzo Wilder Farm
177 Stacy Rd, Malone, NY 12953
Apple Festival
10 AM – 2 PM
A fun day with music, crafts, food, and tours of the Wilder buildings. Fresh pressed apple cider and
apple treats! Special guest, Dean Butler! Come meet the actor who portrayed Almanzo on the Little
House On the Prairie TV series!
Adults $9; 6-16 $6; 5 & under, free!
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Tips For Staying Healthy In The Fall
Fall is a great time to be out enjoying the beautiful colors and cooler weather. Use these
tips to make sure your fall adventures include some healthy options.
September 22nd marked the first day of fall. Fall in our area is described as a beautiful
time of year where the leaves on trees are changing and the nights are getting colder.
Many people enjoy having bon fires and spending time with family and friends. Fall
is a great time of year to do things together as a family.
Some ideas to help keep your family active in the fall include:
 Attending a local apple
orchard or pumpkin festival.
 Raking leaves and doing yard
work as a family. Pile up the
leaves and jump in them.
 Taking a bike ride through
town or down the road to
admire the changing colors of
the leaves.
Fall is also known for two
important foods: pumpkins and
apples. During the fall months,
many food companies come
out with pumpkin-flavored
cookies, coffee and other special treats. Pumpkin is a very healthy food that is loaded
with vitamins and nutrients like calcium, magnesium, potassium, vitamins A and C, and
more. It can be added to many different types of foods during fall or all year round,
such as pancakes, waffles, oatmeal, quick breads, mashed potatoes and much more.
Apples are a great source of potassium, vitamins A and C, dietary fiber, calcium and
iron. Many orchards make apple cider, which is a nice fall drink. Remember that this is a
juice and is loaded with lots of natural sugars. Try drinking a few smaller glasses a day
instead of large glasses.
Another great thing to do with apples is to make warm applesauce. A great way to do it
is to get a crockpot and put in cut up apples that have been peeled. Let the apples cook
in the crockpot and become mush (approximately two hours). Mix in some cinnamon
and enjoy a warm, healthy treat for the fall.
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…October Is National Apple Month…
Anatomy of a New York State Apple
It’s no coincidence that apples are the symbol of good health
– they’ve earned that reputation.
One medium apple, about the size of a baseball, delivers all this:
One-fifth of the dietary fiber you should be eating each day for
cardiovascular and digestive health. That’s more than a bowl of
bran cereal – and better tasting, too.
None of the bad stuff you don’t want – no fat, no saturated fat,
no trans-fat, no sodium and no cholesterol. Apples are guilt-free!
Small amounts of vitamin C, the best-known antioxidant vitamin.
Small amounts of potassium, an electrolyte that’s key for heart
health.
All that, and only 80 calories.
What’s not on the Nutrition Facts Label:
Apples contain only the natural fruit sugar, fructose. No added
sugars!
The fiber in apples slows the release of carbohydrates into the
bloodstream, providing the energy you need over time without
blood sugar spikes.
Apples are a top food source of soluble fiber, which promotes
cardiovascular and digestive health, and protects against cancer.
The pectin in apples is a prebiotic, providing food for friendly gut
bacteria.
The phytochemicals in apples provide as much antioxidant healthprotected capacity as a megadose of vitamin C.
Apples are a top food source of the mineral boron, for bone health.
Warm your taste buds with these apple recipes…

Caramel Apple Monkey Bread




3/4 cup granulated sugar
1 tablespoon ground cinnamon
2 Apples, cored and chopped
into small pieces

2 cans (17.5 oz.) cinnamon rolls
1 (11 oz.) bag caramel squares,
unwrapped
 4 tablespoons butter, melted



Heat oven to 350°F. Butter a 12-cup bundt cake pan, set aside. In a large bowl, whisk together
sugar and cinnamon. Set aside. Set aside icing tubs from cinnamon rolls and cut each cinnamon
roll into quarters. Toss apples and cut cinnamon rolls in cinnamon sugar mixture. Toss in caramel
squares. Pour mixture into prepared cake pan. Evenly pour melted butter over top. Bake for 40
to 45 minutes or until golden brown across top. Cool 10 minutes then invert onto a serving
plate. Drizzle reserved icing or caramel sauce over top of warm bread. Serve immediately!
Yield: 1 monkey bread / Prep Time: 10 minutes / Cook Time: 40 minutes / Total Time: 1 hour
SnapDragon® apples, used in this recipe, are grown in New York and were developed by Cornell University’s apple
breeding program in partnership with Crunch Time Apple Growers.

Source: snapdragonapple.com
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Apple and Honey Pasta Salad






2 Apples, cored and chopped
2 Cups Cooked pasta
2 Tablespoons Lemon juice
1/2 Cup Walnuts, chopped
1 Cup Red grapes, halved






2 Tablespoons Honey
1/2 Cup Craisins
1/2 teaspoon Ginger, ground
1-1/2 Cups Honey Vanilla Greek Yogurt

1. Fill a large pot with water and bring to a boil. Add pasta and cook until tender. (About 12
minutes) - Remove from heat and drain pasta. Rinse with cold water and pour into a
bowl. Set the bowl into the fridge until the pasta is cold.
2. In a large bowl, mix the lemon juice and chopped apples
3. Mix in the walnuts, grapes (that have been cut in half), honey and craisins. Stir
4. Sprinkle in the ground ginger and stir
5. Add in the Greek Yogurt and Pasta. Stir until everything is coated
6. Place into the fridge to chill until ready to serve

Apple and Ginger Cobbler with Walnuts
There are as many different delicious versions of cobbler as there are apples in an orchard. For
our take on this favorite, apples are mixed with ginger and walnuts before being topped with a
flaky store-bought dough that is chopped up to give a cobbled effect.





5 apples, peeled, cored and chopped
1/2 cup brown sugar
1/4 cup all-purpose flour
1 Tbsp. lemon juice






1 tsp. ground ginger
1/2 tsp. cinnamon
1/2 cup roughly chopped walnuts
1 tube (8 oz.) of refrigerated
crescent roll dough

1. Preheat oven to 375ºF. Grease a 2.5 quart casserole dish.
2. In a medium bowl combine apples, brown sugar, flour, lemon juice, ginger and cinnamon.
Pour into the prepared casserole dish. Top with the walnuts.
3. Open the crescent roll dough. Unroll the dough onto a cutting board. Cut the dough into
½ inch strips. Cut strips into ½ inch pieces. It’s alright if pieces stick together. Pulling off
clumps of two to three pieces at a time, arrange the dough over the walnuts in a single
layer.
4. Bake until apples are cooked through and topping is a rich brown, 40-45 minutes.
Yields: 1 apple cobbler (serves 6) / Prep Time: 15 minutes / Cook Time: 45 minutes
RubyFrost® apples, used in these recipe, are grown in New York and were developed by Cornell University’s
apple breeding program in partnership with Crunch Time Apple Growers.
Source: RubyFrostApple.com
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Learn how to safely preserve and enjoy pumpkin.
Pumpkins are native to North America and have been used for food and
housewares since before European colonization. Though generally associated
with decor, pie and pumpkin-spiced flavored beverages, pumpkins also provide
a variety of nutrients when cooked fresh. Pumpkin is an excellent source of
vitamin A and the seeds are a good source of immune-boosting zinc. Pumpkin is also a good source
of potassium and provides three grams of fiber per one cup serving.
To avoid foodborne illness while enjoying pumpkin or other winter squash from your garden or local
farm market, keep these food safety tips in mind:


Check for damage to the rind-avoid soft spots and premature spoilage



Wash before cutting to avoid transfer of dirt and bacteria to the inside flesh



To store excess pumpkin, can or freeze in chunks instead as puree or butter

According to the National Center for Home Food Preservation, historical USDA documents providing
directions for canning mashed or pureed pumpkin were withdrawn in 1989 because research found
that there was too much variation in viscosity or thickness of pumpkin purees to determine a single
processing recommendation. Beware of social media sites or blogs highlighting the autumn season
with recipes for canning pureed pumpkin or pumpkin butter as these are not evidence-based and
therefore not safe for use. Individuals may also be citing outdated recipes or methods now
considered unsafe for home canning.
Pumpkins are a low acid food and when pureed, are too thick for home pressure canners to heat high
enough to kill potential toxins. While canning is not recommended, pumpkin puree or butter can be
made fresh, stored in the fridge and eaten within three to four days. Canning pumpkin chunks can be
done safely at home using a pressure canner and cutting the pumpkin into 1 inch cubes. Pumpkin
can also be safely frozen by boiling, steaming or baking it and then freezing the cooked pumpkin in
freezer-safe containers.
Source: http://www.msue.msu.edu

2⁄3 cup low-fat vanilla yogurt or 1 container (6 ounces)
4 Tablespoons canned pumpkin
2 teaspoons brown sugar
1⁄4 teaspoon cinnamon
1⁄8 teaspoon nutmeg (optional)
Stir all ingredients together in a bowl. Serve.
Refrigerate leftovers within 2 hours.


Top with granola or nugget type
cereal for extra crunch.
 Extra canned pumpkin can be frozen.
Source: Oregon State University; http://foodhero.org
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Food Preservation: Setting the Record
Straight on Canning Breads and Cakes
Breads and cakes canned in glass mason jars are not safe to eat. The risk for
contracting a food-borne illness is high due to improper heating methods.
Questions about canning breads and cakes in glass jars surfaced frequently this year at the
Pennsylvania Farm Show in January, where Penn State Extension featured an education
booth on home food preservation.
The actual process of baking bread or cake in a jar is not canning; the product is baked in an
open glass canning jar and then covered with a canning lid upon removing from the oven.
There is no further canning process applied afterwards.
The bread and cake recipes may call for the addition of fruit, liquids or vegetables, which
actually increases the moisture content, making a rich environment for microorganism
survival. In addition, the practice does not remove all oxygen, leaving some oxygen available
in the jar for microorganisms to thrive.
Using this technique to
preserve breads and cakes
is not recommended. Many
cakes and quick bread
recipes often have little or
no acid resulting in a pH
range above 4.6. A pH of
this level will support the
growth of pathogenic
organisms that cause
foodborne illnesses. There
is a great concern about
the hazardous bacterium
called Clostridium
botulinum (botulism)
growing in these jars after
the item has been baked.
Botulism is often a fatal
foodborne illness. There are reported cases each year of individuals who encountered
botulism poisoning through improper canning practices.
Several studies over the years conducted by many universities have shown that some
bacteria are heat-stable and can survive the baking process and then multiply in the breads
during storage. Under baked products were found to be another serious problem among
available recipes for consumers to follow.
When breads and cakes in jars are made for sale commercially by companies, they use
additives, preservatives, and processing controls to ensure the food safety of the finished
product. Currently, there are no reliable or safe recipes for baking and sealing breads and
cakes in canning jars, and storing them at room temperature for extended lengths of time.
Source: https://extension.psu.edu
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Halloween Safety: Seven Tips for a Spooky and Safe Halloween
Don’t let the trick be on you this year! Plan ahead to keep your children healthy, happy and safe when you
head out to trick or treat!
Follow these steps to keep your little ghosts and goblins safe!
Did you know that children are twice as likely to be hit by a car on
Halloween than on any other night of the year? It’s a scary statistic,
but according to Michigan State University Extension, there are easy
steps to take to keep your little ghosts and goblins safe as they head
out to trick or treat.
1. Increase visibility: Take time to apply reflective tape or stickers
to your child’s costume and treat bag. The cutest little witches
and ninjas in their dark costumes blend into the night and can be
very hard to see. According to the first ever study on Halloween safety conducted by Safe Kids World
Wide, only 18 percent of parents apply reflective tape to their children’s costumes. This is an easy and
inexpensive step to insure that drivers see your children.
2. Light the way: Provide all trick or treaters with flashlights or glow sticks to both increase their visibility, as
well as to light their way through the neighborhood. Take time to check outdoor lights at your home prior
to Halloween and replace any burnt out bulbs. Light the path or sidewalk to your front door and remove
potential obstructions such as hoses and lawn decorations. Avoid the use of lit candles in luminaries if
costumes can be flammable.
3. Be scary and safe: Wear well-fitting costumes and shoes to avoid trips and falls. Select face-paint or
makeup instead of masks. Masks can slip and obstruct children’s vision. Choose soft, flexible swords,
knives and other props. Choose wigs and other accessories that are clearly marked as being flameretardant. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Halloween Health and Safety Tips recommends
testing makeup in a small area prior to Halloween, to look for any potential skin reaction prior to a full
face application on Halloween night.
4. Don’t go alone: Did you know that 12 percent of children ages 5 and under are allowed to trick or treat
alone? This is not a safe or a recommend practice. Children 12 and under should always trick or treat with
an adult. Older children and teens that are mature enough to be unsupervised should stay together in
groups and stay in well-lit and familiar areas. Teach children to only go to homes with the front porch
light on and to never enter a home or car for a treat.
5. Walk safely: Walk from house to house; do not run. Put down the smartphone, and pay attention as you
trick or treat. Cross at cross walks or corners and remember to look both ways. Teach children how to
walk safely by staying on the sidewalk when one is available or walk facing traffic and as far to the curb as
possible. Be on the lookout for drivers.
6. Be a safe driver: When driving on Halloween, keep an eye out for children. They are excited and will
move unpredictably. The most common time to trick or treat between 5:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., so be
especially on the lookout during this time frame. Turn your headlights on early, avoid distractions while
driving and pay close attention for all the goblins and ghouls that are out and about!
7. Eat with caution: Do not eat homemade food from strangers. Eat only factory wrapped treats, and
inspect for tampering before eating. Hard-candies and other hard to chew candies can cause a choking
hazard to small children. Review labels for potential allergens or cross contaminates as needed.
Taking time to plan ahead for Halloween can make the difference between a fun, spooky evening with your
children and a scary, potentially dangerous time. So, double check costumes for good fit, apply reflective tape,
check batteries in the flashlights and review the safety rules before you head out for a fun-filled evening of
trick or treating! Happy Halloween!
Source: http://www.msue.msu.edu.
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Halloween Electrical Safety
According to the National Retail Federation, Halloween is one
of the most popular holidays of the year for decorating, second
only to Christmas.
As consumers and families across America prepare to celebrate
Halloween with elaborate decorations, creative costumes, and
candlelight displays, the Electrical Safety Foundation
International (ESFI) recommends following important safety
tips to keep families and homes safe.

Safety Tips


Choose decorations, costumes, and accessories that are made with flame resistant,
flame-retardant, or non-combustible materials.
 Use flashlights or battery operated candles instead of candles when decorating
the home, including to light walkways, jack-o-lanterns, and outdoor displays.


Carefully inspect each decoration before use. Cracked, frayed, or bare wires
may cause a serious electric shock or start a fire.



Before using any electrical products outside, make sure they are marked “for
outdoor use.”



Keep electric cords out of high-traffic areas, including doorways and walkways,
where they can be a tripping hazard.



Plug outdoor decorations into circuits protected by ground fault circuit
interrupters (GFCI) to prevent electric shock.


Never nail or staple light strings or extension cords. This can damage
the cord’s insulation and create a serious fire and shock hazard.


Use electrical lights and decorations
that are approved for safe use by an
independent testing laboratory such as
UL, ETLSEMKO or CSA.



Always turn off all electrical
decorations and extinguish any open
flames before leaving home or going
to bed.

Source: http://caec.coop
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Don’t Fear the Goldenrod!
As a native species, goldenrods (Solidago spp.) are powerhouses when it comes
to supporting native insects. The blooms provide an enormous amount of pollen
and nectar late in the season (August – October) when there aren’t many other
options. Many goldenrod species become quite tall, providing a backdrop that
gives gardens a natural feel.
For these reasons, we love to recommend
goldenrods. But we often get a flat-out dismissal
of the whole Solidago genus when we say “this is
a good species to plant.” Reading this, you may
even be thinking, “why would anyone
intentionally plant these allergy triggering
plants”?
STOP right there – it is a common misconception
that goldenrod causes late summer hay fever!
Goldenrods are insect pollinated, which means
that they don’t spew irritating pollen into the air.
How did goldenrod get its undeserved reputation?
The problem is that the allergy friendly
goldenrod blooms at the same time as the evil,
allergy-producing plant, ragweed. Goldenrod
blooms are showy, yellow sprays of flowers.
Ragweed is a boring green weed with green
flowers that blends in with everything else. We blame the plant that is most
conspicuous.
Ragweed is wind pollinated and,
therefore, it produces copious amounts of
lightweight pollen which floats easily
through the air and up our noses.
Goldenrod pollen is heavy and sticky – it
is designed to be carried by insects, not
the wind. One ragweed plant can produce
1 billion pollen grains, and there is never
just one plant in a given location. The
ability of ragweed to grow on almost any
site and the fact that seeds can remain
viable in the soil for up to 80 years, cause
the plant to be very prolific.
So go ahead and plant, or encourage, goldenrod. It may even outcompete
that nasty ragweed!
 Showy Goldenrod (Solidago speciosa) reaches a height of about five feet and
blooms August through October. It will tolerate medium to dry soils.
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 Stiff Goldenrod (Solidago rigida) is four feet tall and blooms August through
October. In addition to dry soils, it will tolerate wetter soils than showy
goldenrod.
Canada or Common Goldenrod (Solidago canadensis) is commonly seen
growing on disturbed sites and in abandoned pastures. It matures at about five
feet and also blooms August through October. It prefers well-drained soils.
Goldenrod blooms attract bumble bees, solitary bees, specialty bees, butterflies,
moths, wasps, flies, beetles. and hummingbirds. They are also larval food plants
for several species of butterflies and moths.

Source: CCE Jefferson County, September-October 2017 Horticulture News;
By Sue Gwise, Horticulture Educator
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It’s Autumn…Dealing with Leaves
After our spectacular fall colors have faded we should all have a plan for dealing with
fallen leaves. Tree leaves are loaded with phosphorus which can eventually make its
way into lakes and streams. Leaves should be managed properly to decrease the amount
of phosphorus that leaches into waterways. Algal blooms can result from high
phosphorus levels. This can cause eutrophication, a cascading process of plant dieback,
lower levels of dissolved oxygen in the water followed by the death of aquatic
organisms, including fish.
Rather than letting leaves just blow away or
accumulate along roadways, try some of
these more environmentally friendly
options:
 Raking is not necessary! Use a mulching
mower and mow right over the leaves.
This will shred the leaves into small pieces
and they will be returned to the turf as
they decompose. Consider this a free
source of organic matter for your lawn!
 If you enjoy raking, or if you require a
pile of leaves to jump into, those
‘reclaimed’ leaves are very useful.
o Turn them into compost - mix one
part grass clippings to three parts
leaves. Mix the pile every two weeks
to speed up decomposition. By the
following summer you should have
some nice compost for your gardens.
o Another option is to till the leaves into
your garden areas. Tilling will break up the leaves and mix them with the soil
leading to faster decomposition. By spring the leaves will be fully incorporated
into the soil.
o Again, both of these options provide a free source of organic matter!
 Save the prettiest and most colorful leaves for use in fall decorations. Obviously, this
will not have a big impact on the amount of phosphorus that leaches into water
bodies. But if you have kids it is a fun activity and it will save you money since you
won’t have to buy those decorations of fake leaves! Mix one part glycerin (available
at drugstores) with three parts of hot water in a large container. Submerge your
select leaves in this mixture overnight. The leaves will be soft, pliable, and they will
last indefinitely.
Source: CCE Jefferson County, September-October 2017 Horticulture News;
By Sue Gwise, Horticulture Educator
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Many gardeners like to keep their
geraniums from one year to the next.
This provides plants for the home in the
winter and eliminates the cost of buying
new plants the following spring.
There are several methods of handling
geraniums over winter. One way is to
take cuttings and root them, early in fall.
Geranium stem cuttings, often called
"slips," should be about four inches long.
Take the slips from the tips of the
healthiest stems. Remove the leaves on
the bottom two inches of the cuttings. Stick the cuttings in a coarse sand, perlite,
vermiculite or a well-drained potting soil. Cuttings would root faster if you dip the ends
in rooting hormone powder. Stick the cuttings two inches deep in the medium and
water thoroughly. Place in a north or east
window or underneath artificial lights until
rooted. This generally takes three to four
weeks.
After the cuttings have rooted, plant them
in individual pots and put them in a welllighted spot. Keep the soil evenly moist and
fertilize lightly every four to six weeks once
new growth appears.
Rather than take cuttings, some people prefer to pot their best plants and bring them
indoors for winter. Cut the plant back to about one-third its original height. Carefully
dig up the plant, and pot it into a six-inch or larger flowerpot. Water thoroughly and
put it by a sunny window.
An old method of carrying geraniums over winter is to dig the plants, shake excess soil
from their roots, then hang them from your basement rafters. Most basements are too
warm and dry now, however, some people report success with this method. To find
out if this will work in your basement, try it with several plants, but be sure you take
cuttings, too, in case you lose the original plant. Take the plants down occasionally
and place the roots in water for several hours. Then, hang them back up. Do this
several times over the winter to prevent them from drying out completely. Pot your
geraniums in early spring, and put them in a sunny window until frost danger has
passed.
Source: https://www.extension.umn.edu; By Ann Hancheck
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Carnivorous oysters are lurking about in
the North Country, and residents who
venture into the woods are advised to
carry butter and a skillet at all times.
Oyster mushrooms, Pleurotus
ostreatus, native wood-decaying fungi
often found on dead and dying
hardwoods, are delectable when
sautéed in butter. Maybe hikers should
carry a few cloves of garlic and a press
as well. It’s good to be prepared.
It may be stretching a point to call
oyster mushrooms carnivorous, as the
only “meat” they consume are nematodes, which are a type of small roundworm that live in the soil. But
they are one of the very few mushrooms in the world known to do this, so why not play it up. The
nematodes provide the oysters with nitrogen, a scarce nutrient.
Pleurotus ostreatus is found nearly worldwide, and is commonly gathered from the wild for food.
Apparently it was first cultivated in Germany during World War I because it will grow on nearly any
substrate. Today it is raised by mushroom farmers and hobbyist mycophiles, or in plain English, people
who like to grow and eat fungi. In fact, locally grown oyster mushrooms are available in northern NY
almost year-round at whole foods stores and Co-ops.
Ranging in color from cream to light brown, oysters have a broad cap shaped like, well, a fan, or maybe
an oyster. They are typically between 5 and 25 cm wide, often found on poplar, elm, maple and oak.
Their growth habit is odd; they develop sideways off a main stem. They have a mild, nutty flavor,
sometimes with a hint of anise or bitter almond, and go well in sauces, soups, and stir-fries. Like most
foods that come straight from the Earth, they should be washed before consuming because they may
harbor the occasional slug or what-not.
It seems like there is a poisonous look-alike for every tasty fungus out there, which is why I am terrified
of mushrooms. Really, it’s the only reason I lock the doors at night. Even distinctive ’shrooms like morels
and chanterelles, which would seem impossible to get wrong, have their dangerous doppelgängers. In
North America, oysters bear a resemblance to two poisonous species, so if you are fairly new at
mushroom hunting, have someone confirm your first few “kills.”
Even if you are not wild about mushrooms, consider putting oysters on the menu, because they’re good
for you. Many fungi have proven medicinal value, and oysters are no exception. They produce
cholesterol-lowering compounds called statins, including one very similar to lovastatin, a medication in
wide use today. Research has shown that eating oyster mushrooms seems to result in a significant drop
in LDL or “bad” cholesterol. Studies are also underway on a possible link between oyster consumption and
an improved immune response, which may prove useful in fighting some cancers.
Oysters are among the easiest mushrooms to cultivate, as they will grow on almost anything, including
coffee grounds, disposable diapers, and tissue paper. They are a type of white-rot fungi, a small cadre
which is able to break down materials that most fungi cannot touch. But you probably want to be picky
about which oysters you eat. For one thing, ones grown on “yuck” do not taste nearly as good as those
produced on logs or clean sawdust.
Another issue is that oyster mushrooms have a penchant for certain toxins in the environment, especially
metals, and are used commercially in a process called mycoremediation. If present in the soil, mercury is
absorbed by the oyster fungus and concentrated in its fruiting bodies, or mushrooms, which are then
gathered and disposed of as toxic waste. So maybe you should take a pass on oysters growing on railroad
ties and the like.

Source: Paul Hetzler, CCE St. Lawrence County Natural Resources Educator
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Seeing Red
We need to figure out a way to have Amazon deliver the weather in
the future. I don’t believe Mother Nature intended to give us a
record-setting wet summer; I just think all the good weather
probably got misplaced on a loading dock in Topeka, or something like that. The spate of mild sunny weather we’ve
been having over the past couple of weeks, while very enjoyable, was clearly meant to be dispersed over the
course of June and July to break up the nonstop rain. I’d be willing to pay a premium for timely delivery next year.
In addition to widespread euphoria, dusty cars, and dry laundry, one of the results of all this sunshine is red leaves.
This requires a bit of explanation, given that sunlight typically makes leaves green by activating chlorophyll. This
verdant molecule at the center of the photosynthesis miracle is what makes the world go ’round. Some claim it is
money, but they need a reality check (so to speak). Without chlorophyll the sole life on Earth would be bacteria,
whereas without money we’d merely have to adopt a barter system. Given that chlorophyll and currency are both
green, it’s easy to forgive the mistake.
In the fall, trees start killing off their chlorophyll, revealing yellow xanthophylls and orange carotenes that were in
the leaves all along. How could a tree be so heartless as to slay its chlorophyll? Aside from the obvious—it doesn’t
have a heart muscle—the answer is to keep from drying to a crisp in the winter.
Each leaf is jacked into the tree’s circulatory system—water and nutrients enter, and sugars exit. In autumn these
connections need to be sealed, or the open vascular tissue would let moisture seep out, and pathogens sneak in. As
the days shorten, trees start to make a waxy plug, or abscission layer, between leaf and twig, thus killing
chlorophyll and exposing the new color scheme.
Yellow and orange are hidden under green, but whence comes red? Red and purple leaf colors are due to a group
of organic chemicals known as anthocyanins. These large, complex molecules take much energy to create, and
some plants invest in them in the spring to protect emerging leaves from UV radiation, which can damage
chlorophyll at near-freezing temperatures. Once a leaf hardens off, however, the plant stops making anthocyanins,
which break down and fade away.
A common explanation for fall anthocyanin production is to protect leaves from the sun. With practice, some of us
have even been able to say this without giggling, because the idea is full of holes. For one thing, nighttime temps
have been nowhere near freezing. And the leaves are as hardened off as they get. More importantly, it seems farfetched that trees would use precious energy reserves to protect scant, dying chlorophyll at the same time they’re
just as busy making abscission layers that kill said chlorophyll. And if fall anthocyanin is so important for protecting
chlorophyll, how come the majority of tree species do not make it?
Whatever the actual reason for red leaves, they are abundant this fall. Our native red maple, Acer rubrum (not to
be confused with “crimson” Norway maples), has lived up to its name this year, with vermillion displays throughout
the forest, and especially along rivers and around ponds and wetlands.
It could be that red maple is trying to pick up the slack for other trees, some of which look anything but colorful.
Sugar maples, icons of the Northeast, are having a very bad year. In some parts of northern NY it is the fourth
consecutive year of maple leafcutter infestation. These native moth larvae chew holes in maple leaves, making it
look like trees were attacked by an army of hole-punches. By late August or early September, infested leaves turn
brown, curl, and drop.
A patchy but intense outbreak of forest-tent caterpillars across the region caused complete or near-total
defoliation in June, and for the first time in recorded history, maples did not put out a second flush of leaves. It is
believed that the drought of 2016, which in some parts of the north country saw the driest soil conditions ever
documented, stressed maples to the point that they were too weak to produce a second crop of leaves. As a
result, more than 200,000 acres of northern NY sugar maples look like winter arrived in June.
But sugar maple is not the only tree with color blindness. Other species like ash and aspen which often develop
orange, purple and red leaves are entirely yellow this year. While the cause is not known, the result is a
preponderance of yellow on the landscape.
A good friend of mine cannot see colors in the red spectrum, but I hope the rest of us have a chance to see lots of
red this fall. And by next spring, let’s try to come up with a way to get good weather to our doorstep on time.
Maybe drone delivery is the answer.
Source: Paul Hetzler, CCE St. Lawrence County Natural Resources Educator
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How do I manage Spotted Wing
Drosophila (SWD) in my garden?
Spotted wing drosophila (SWD), an invasive insect originally from Asia, showed up in California in 2008 and has since
been reported in Oregon, Washington, Canada, Florida, North Carolina, Michigan, and the Northeast. In 2012, adult SWD
caused wide-spread injury to some berry crops in NY.
Raspberries and blackberries are particularly susceptible, especially fall-bearing cultivars. Late- maturing blueberries are
also vulnerable. So far, June-bearing strawberries have escaped economic injury, although day-neutral strawberry
varieties, during late summer, are vulnerable. Elderberries, cherries, and peaches are also susceptible. SWD is able to
utilize grapes, but not directly – the grapes need a crack or wound to be severely infested. Note that SWD also infests
and may build up in a number of wild hosts that produce fruit in mid to late summer, including dogwood, bush
honeysuckle, buckthorn, autumn olive, and pokeweed. For a list of hosts consult
http://www.fruit.cornell.edu/spottedwing/cropshosts.
SWD appear similar to other vinegar or fruit flies. Adult flies are 2-3 mm in length, with red eyes and a tan-colored body
with darker bands on the abdomen. Males have characteristic single spots at the leading edge of the tip of the wing and
two dark bands made of hairs on their front legs. Females lack wing and leg spots, but are distinguished by a robust,
serrated ovipositor (visible under magnification). Larvae are white, nondescript and legless. For more information on the
biology and management of SWD, consult the fact sheets on spotted wing drosophila (SWD) listed below:

o Spotted Wing Drosophila, Part 1: Overview and Identification:
http://pubs.cas.psu.edu/FreePubs/PDFs/xj0045.pdf.
o Spotted Wing Drosophila, Part 2: Natural History: http://pubs.cas.psu.edu/FreePubs/PDFs/xj0046.pdf
o Spotted Wing Drosophila, Part 3: Monitoring: http://pubs.cas.psu.edu/FreePubs/PDFs/xj0047.pdf.
o Spotted Wing Drosophila, Part 4: Management: http://pubs.cas.psu.edu/FreePubs/PDFs/xj0048.pdf.
There are several websites now dedicated to SWD biology and management in both the eastern and western US. The
Cornell Fruit Resources website offers information on SWD monitoring and management for NYS:
http://www.fruit.cornell.edu/spottedwing/.
Michigan State University (http://www.ipm.msu.edu/invasive_species/spotted_wing_drosophila) and Oregon State
University (swd.hort.oregonstate.edu) are two additional sites to consult.
Ripening and ripe fruit are susceptible to SWD attack, but the adults appear to be only mildly attracted to unripe fruit. If
adult SWD are present in your home garden, manage them aggressively.

Aggressive management entails:
1. Excellent sanitation: Fruit should be harvested frequently and completely. Culled fruit should be removed
from the field and either frozen, “baked” in clear plastic bags placed in the sun, or disposed of off-site. This
will kill larvae, remove them from your garden, and prevent them from emerging as adults.
2. Canopy and water management: Prune plants to maintain an open canopy. This may make plantings less
attractive to SWD and will improve spray coverage. Leaking trickle irrigation lines should be repaired, and
overhead irrigation should be minimized. Allow the ground and mulch surface to dry before irrigating.
3. Insecticide treatments: Before applying a pesticide, always read and follow all directions on the pesticide’s
label. Be sure to look for and follow any restrictions on how long after you apply the insecticide until you
may harvest your fruit. Pre-emptive insecticide treatment beginning when fruit first begins to color and
continuing to harvest, according to the label instructions, will protect fruit from infestation. Treatments
should be repeated in the event of rain. Choose the most effective insecticides, when known. Alternating
the use of insecticides with different active ingredients will reduce the chance of insecticide resistance
developing in SWD. If fruit infestations occur, practice complete sanitation, as described in 1 above, and
immediately apply an insecticide spray. See table below for a list of insecticide products. For insecticides
that work primarily through ingestion (e.g. spinosad, acetamiprid), adding a small amount of cane sugar
(2 tsp/gallon water) to the spray tank mix can improve results. Do not apply insecticides during bloom or
when bees are active.
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4. Monitoring for SWD with baited traps: For more information on trap construction and baiting, see
http://www.fruit.cornell.edu/spottedwing/pdfs/SWDTraps_CornellFruit.pdf. Traps should be hung in midcanopy or on the north side of the row. Check the traps weekly. Traps using currently suggested baits have
not proved effective in giving early warning of SWD presence in a planting, but can indicate relative
numbers of SWD in an area, such as after treatment with insecticide.
5. Fruit sampling: At least 25 fruit should be harvested and observed for infestation between sprays to
determine spray efficacy. Fruit can be analyzed for larvae by placing about 25 fruit randomly gathered
from the garden into a Ziploc bag. Crush the berries lightly and add a saltwater solution (1-2 tsp salt per
cup of water). Leave for an hour and look for small, white larvae floating on the surface of the salt water.
6. Cooling berries immediately: Chilling berries immediately after harvest to 32-33 degrees F will slow or stop
the development of larvae and eggs in the fruit.
7. Use of Insect Exclusion Netting: For small plantings, use of insect exclusion netting (1 mm (1/32 inch) mesh)
may protect the planting from infestation.
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Source: www.fruit.cornell.edu
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Parents play an important role in
helping their children develop good
health habits. Healthy children eat
well, live a physically active life and
feel good about themselves and
others. Children need
encouragement from parents and
other significant adults to develop
healthy habits and attitudes.

EATING WELL
Parents help their children develop
good eating habits when they:
 Regularly provide family
meals and snacks
 Do not pressure kids to eat
foods they do not like
 Encourage children to stop
eating when full
 Offer meals and snacks that are nutritious and good tasting
 Keep mealtimes pleasant
 Teach children how to deal with uncomfortable feelings without eating (without using food for comfort or
reward)
 Allow children to decide whether or not to eat and how much to eat
 Keep the TV turned off during meals

LIVING ACTIVELY
Here are some ways parents can get their children moving:
Be physically active role models
 Encourage children to be moderately active at least 60 minutes on most days
 Move the TV out of bedrooms
 Set limits on the amount of time the family watches TV, works on the computer and plays video games
 Teach children games that you liked as a child
 Make opportunities for active family recreation like playing ball, hiking or camping
 Volunteer to help with your child’s after-school activities or sports

FEELING GOOD
To encourage children to feel good about themselves and others, moms and dads can:
 Show love and acceptance for every family member
 Refrain from making negative comments about one’s own body or others’ bodies
 Give children time and attention
 Really listen when children talk
 Help children develop talents and skills through hobbies and helping with chores and projects
 Offer sincere words of praise and encouragement
 Be an advocate for your child with teachers, relatives, religious leaders and other adults
Source: http://missourifamilies.org; Linda S. Rellergert, MS, former Nutrition and Health Education Specialist,
University of Missouri Extension
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Talking with Your Teen

Adults generally view adolescence as a period of friction, change, and problems. Many
teenagers would agree. For the teenager, it is a time of concern about acne, weight problems,
menstruation, late development, early development, sexual arousal, school pressures, boredom,
parental hassles, peer pressure and money problems. It is a time of confused feelings,
particularly in relationships with parents. Teenagers fight for independence yet fear too much
freedom; they resent overprotection but need and want parental attention.
For parents, it is a challenge to keep a balanced perspective on their teenager's emotional roller
coaster ride. As their children bounce back and forth between childhood and adulthood,
alternating irresponsibility with responsibility, blatantly testing parental authority one moment
and depending on it the next, parents often do not know what to expect. They must maintain
needed discipline, yet they understand their teenager's growing need for independent action,
even for rebellion.
It's easy to understand why many parents and adolescents find this such a difficult period to
"survive." But, once it is over, even the most rebellious child often becomes appreciative,
affectionate and devoted. With maturity comes the realization that much of their parents'
behavior, once so irritating, was motivated by feelings of love for them. Adolescence is a trying
period, but it is also an exciting one. If parents and teenagers keep tuned into each other, this
period may seem less trying and more fun for everyone.
HOW PARENTS CAN HELP KEEP THE LINES OF COMMUNICATION OPEN
When asked their problems with parents, teenagers most often cite "not being listened to."
Really listening is not always easy. Nor is communicating.
Some of the following suggestions may help:


Give your undivided attention when your teenager wants to talk to you. Don't read, watch TV,
fall asleep or make yourself busy with other tasks.
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Try to listen calmly, even though there may be a difference of opinion. Concentrate on hearing
and understanding your teenager's point of view. Don't start preaching when a give-and-take
discussion is wanted.



Use a respectful, courteous tone of voice. Respect brings respect - even in the way we speak.
If we talk to our kids as we talk to other people, they might be more likely to seek us out as
confidants. On the other hand, if talked with our friends as we talk with our kids, how many
friends would we have?



Avoid making judgments. Anyone avoids confiding in someone who is critical of his or her
behavior. It is not necessary to approve of your teenager's bothersome behavior, but it is
important to understand the feelings involved. Putting yourself in someone else's place is not
easy, particularly as attitudes, pressures and choices change. It's a challenge for a parent to be
firm about important values while being flexible enough to bend with changing times.



Keep the door open on any subject. Too often teenagers avoid discussing things that may
make their parents feel uncomfortable. Belittling, humiliating and laughing at youngsters can
cause deep wounds and short circuit the lines of communication. Teenagers often pay a very
high price for not having the right information about many subjects, including sex.



Permit expression of ideas and feelings. Many young people have their own ideas about
morality, marriage, work, education, time, money and whatever else is part of our way of life.
Just because their views and philosophies are different from yours does not mean that they
feel certain about them. Often young people "test" their ideas in conversation. To
communicate, you must be willing to listen first and acknowledge their opinions, even if they
alarm you. Then give your viewpoints as plainly and honestly as you can, recognizing that
love and mutual respect can exist, even when points of view are different.



Make an effort to say nice things. Too often parents tend to focus on poor performance and
behavior. Every human being needs acceptance and appreciation.



Hold family meetings. Most teenagers feel they have little or no voice in family affairs.
Family gatherings offer an excellent opportunity for children to participate in decision-making
and to work things out together.

HOW TEENS CAN HELP


What responsibilities does a teenager have in trying to bridge the generation gap?



Be willing to talk to your parents.



Try to understand them--they have needs and feelings and reasons for their decisions.



Listen to parents with an open mind and look at the situation from their point of view.



Share feelings with parents. They may have experienced some of the same problems.



Live up to their confidence by behaving in ways that reflect well on parents.



Suggest how practical improvements can be made.



Practice courtesy and consideration for others.

Source: National Institute of Mental Health; Ruth Kay, Editor.
Parent Pages was developed by Cornell Cooperative Extension of Suffolk County
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CALENDAR OF UPCOMING EVENTS
October 7

Family Farm Day, Beller Farms 10am-3pm

October 9

Columbus Day – Office Closed

October 13

Lowville Food Pantry ESNY Grocery Store Tour

315-788-8450 to RSVP

October 14

Drive Yourself Sheep Farm Tour; 1030am-12pm
Downing Acres Farm, Burke, NY

Betsy Hodge
315-379-9192 ext 227
bmf9@cornell.edu

October 21

Mushroom Cultivation Workshop - $15, 11am-2pm,
@ Cornell Uihlein Potato Farm, Lake Placid -Register

Carly Summers 518-962-4810 ext
409 or cfs82@cornell.edu

https://reg.cce.cornell.edu/growingmushrooms2017_216

Peggy Murray
315-376-5270/mlm40@cornell.edu

October 26

Free Soil Health/Cover Crop Seminar; 10am-3pm
Boondocks Restaurant

SWCD @ 315-376-6122 or
alexislyndaker@lewiscounty.ny.gov

October 26

Lowville Walmart ESNY Grocery Store Tour

315-788-8450 to RSVP

October 30December 15

Online Reproductive Management Course-For dairy
business on-farm personnel seeking to increase
knowledge of dairy reproductive management

Cornell Dairy Management
& Pro-Dairy
607-255-4478

October 31 &
November 7

NNY Feeder School; 2 days of On-Farm Training;
CCE Learning Farm, Canton; 10am-3pm

Tatum Langworthy
315-788-8450

Wednesday’s

Corn Moisture Testing…WEDNESDAY’S
ONLY…8:30am-2pm… each sample takes
approximately 1 hour to complete

Peggy Murray
& Mellissa Spence
315-376-5270

November 9

CCE Annual Meeting… A Celebration of Agriculture
@ LACS Elementary Cafeteria, 6:30pm

RSVP at 1-866-995-7300 or
eny@nyfb.org by November 2

November 29

Charcuterie Program; 6-8pm @ Tug Hill Vineyards
$20/person or $35/couple

Mellissa Spence
315-376-5270/mms427@cornell.edu
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